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Holobeam Technologies Inc. and Fonar Corporation 
(NASDAQ:FONR) Agree to an Important Strategic Alliance 

 
WESTBURY, NEW YORK, March 18, 2019 – After months of discussions, Dr. Raymond Damadian, Founder 
and Chairman of Fonar Corporation and inventor of the MRI, has agreed to work with Holobeam 
Technologies Inc. (HOLOBEAM) at Fonar’s Melville, N.Y. R&D facility on the development of a prototype 
system to demonstrate feasibility of HOLOBEAM’s revolutionary new HET diagnostic imaging technology.  
 
In addition to providing space and personnel, Fonar will make its 0.6 Tesla UPRIGHT® Multi-Position™ 
MRI (aka - Stand-Up® MRI) scanner available to HOLOBEAM for experimentation and prototype 
development. 
 

 
March 15, 2019 – HOLOBEAM TECHNOLOGIES CEO, Gene Dolgoff (left), and FONAR CHAIRMAN, Dr. Raymond Damadian (right) 
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Dr. Damadian said “My passion and main purpose in life has been to contribute to the detection and 
treatment of cancer in whatever way I can. My invention of the MRI represented a major leap forward to 
that end. MR imaging shows soft tissue details like no other medical imaging technology, and makes it 
possible to clearly differentiate between cancerous and non-cancerous tissues. HOLOBEAM’s “HET” 
technology has the potential to significantly improve conventional MR imaging by increasing resolution 
and speeding up image acquisition times. This is expected to allow real-time 3–D display of cancer 
treatments as they are being administered, allowing the treatments’ effectiveness and safety to be 
monitored, and modified if necessary, at the time of treatment, which has never been possible before. I 
am very happy to be a part of this important development effort.”   
 
Gene Dolgoff, HOLOBEAM’s founder, CEO, and CTO said “I have always had the utmost respect for Dr. 
Damadian, starting in 1980 when I was fortunate enough to have been selected by him to work with his 
team in the early development days of Fonar, when he and his team developed and manufactured the 
world’s first commercially available MRI systems. I am extremely fortunate and grateful to work with him 
again now on this important new advance in MRI technology, which is also expected to be capable of 
providing other forms of advanced diagnostic imaging. Raymond and three other early MRI developers 
from Fonar have been a part of HOLOBEAM’s Research and Advisory team for some time now, helping to 
contribute to the success of our young company and its revolutionary new technologies.” 
 
ABOUT FONAR CORPORATION 
FONAR (NASDAQ: FONR), the Inventor of MR Scanning,TM is the first, oldest, and most experienced MRI 
company in the industry. Incorporated in 1978, FONAR, which is located in Melville, New York, went 
public in 1981. FONAR sold and installed the world’s first commercial MRI scanner in 1980, making it the 
first company in the now multi-billion-dollar MRI industry, and has since manufactured and sold more 
than 400 MRI scanners worldwide. FONAR's flagship product is the FONAR UPRIGHT® Multi-Position™ 
MRI, aka - Stand-Up® MRI. It is the only whole-body MRI that performs Position™ Imaging  (pMRI™),  
which  allows  patients to  be  scanned in numerous weight-bearing positions, including standing, sitting, 
in flexion and extension, as well as in the conventional lie-down position. FONAR’s primary source of 
income and growth is attributable to its wholly-owned diagnostic imaging management subsidiary, 
Health Management Company of America (HMCA). Today, HMCA manages 26 diagnostic imaging 
centers, 19 in New York and 7 in Florida, collectively equipped with 34 MRI scanners. The imaging 
centers completed 176,000 MRI scans in fiscal 2018. Net revenues increased by 4% to $81.5 million for 
the fiscal year ended June 30, 2018. Net Income increased by 7% to $25.5 million for the fiscal year 
ended June 30, 2018. At June 30, 2018, total cash and cash equivalents increased by 94% to $19.6 
million. 
 
ABOUT HOLOBEAM TECHNOLOGIES INC. 
HOLOBEAM has invented and applied for patent protection on revolutionary new technologies for the 
diagnosis and treatment of various genetic and age-related diseases, including cancer. The core 
technology is “Holographic Energy Teleportation” (HET) which was designed to allow wave energy of any 
kind (non-ionizing and ionizing electromagnetic, and acoustic) to be “teleported” to any focal point 
within the body, without entry or exit dosing. One application for this radically new capability is 
advanced diagnostic medical imaging. Members of the Company’s team, several of which have over 40 
years’ experience with magnetic resonance, are committed to completing the development of 
HOLOBEAM’s new advanced real-time MRI system (rtMRI). This system is expected to provide silent, full-
body scans in less than one thousandth of the present operational times, and to make real-time 
volumetric 3-D diagnostic video possible at full MRI resolution. In addition, the new system is expected 
to also provide super-high-resolution medical imaging for the first time, enabling “zoom-down” to the 
cellular level. In addition to locating and diagnosing disease on an unprecedented microscopic scale, this 
capability is expected to be used for real-time monitoring and adjustment of cancer and other disease 
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treatments, which has never been available before. The Company is also developing new safe and 
effective “Advanced Nanoparticles” to be injected systemically into patients to seek out, adhere to, and 
enter designated cell types, such as cancerous cells, plaques, and other cellular targets, while carrying 
specific cargo loads. This cargo is expected to enable real-time tracking of their locations to help with 
disease diagnosis, to provide enhanced local heating of individual tissues at the cellular level (generated 
by externally applied energy) to help with treatment, and to provide localized site-specific 
chemotherapeutic release, also to help with treatment, while evading rapid degradation and removal by 
the body’s immune system, as presently observed in contemporary nanoparticle technology 
applications. Consequently, energy is expected to be able to be used to treat specific areas within the 
body, for instance by generating heat (for hyperthermia and/or targeted release of encapsulated 
pharmaceuticals), and/or by concentrating ionizing radiation at a specific location for localized 
radiotherapy, without irradiating intervening and attendant healthy tissues. 
 
Pursuant to a $1 Million Private Placemant Memorandum for accredited investors only, Holobeam 
Technologies Inc. Is currently selling Units at $1.00, each Unit consisting of one share of common stock 
plus one warrant to buy an additional share of common stock in the future at $1.00, subject to certain 
conditions. The current Company valuation is $5 Million. Interested accredited investors can obtain more 
information directly from the Company. 
 
 
 
 
 
The foregoing release contains forward looking statements, including statements regarding, among other things, the Company’s 
expectation of its future business. These forward looking statements are based largely on the Company’s expectations and what 
the Company’s management believes are reasonable assumptions, and are subject to a number of risks and uncertainties, 
certain of which are beyond the Company’s control. Actual results could differ materially from these forward looking statements 
as a result of a variety of factors including, among others, the production schedules of unaffiliated third parties, availability of 
component parts, the ability to secure the necessary financing to complete development, consumer acceptance of the 
company’s products, and prevailing economic conditions as they affect the industry in general. In light of these risks and 
uncertainties, there can be no assurance that the forward looking statements contained in this release will in fact transpire or 
prove to be accurate. 


